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ABSTRACT 
A very simple proof of a generalization of the Gauss-Kuzmin theorem for singular continued frac- 
tions is given by considering the transition operator defined in [Se] as an operator on the Banach 
space BV( W) of complex-valued functions of bounded variation on W = [0, (l/2)]. The upper 
bound obtained here implies that the convergence rate, O((Y”), with 0.17 5 o 5 0.47 < g, is better 
than that obtained in [DK]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X,, t3s, LL~, 7s) be the dynamical system underlying Hurwitz’ singular con- 
tinuedfraction, where X, = [-g2, g), f3, is the collection of Bore1 sets on X,, cog 
is the probability measure on X, with density (logG)-‘(2 + x)-l and TV is the 
so-called g-continuedfraction transformation of X, defined by 
Tg(W) =( w-l I -[I w-’ I +I -81, w # 0; go) = 0. 
Here and in the following g = (l/2)(&- 1) = 0.61... and G = g + 1 = 
(l/2)(8+ 1).Alsonoticethatg2 = 1 -g=0.38...andgG= l.Putting 
(1) +dw) = sgn(T~-‘w), a&w) = [I (T;-‘w)-~ 1 +l -g], n E N*, 
in case T,“-~(w) # 0, and Q,~(w) = 0, ag,n(w) = 00 in case r;-r(w) = 0, one 
easily sees that every irrational w E X, has a unique g-expansion 
(2) w= %>l %J = kg,lag,l,. . . 1 Eg,nQg,n, * * .I, 
a,,1 + 
ag,2+ 
which is also called Hurwitz’singular continuedfraction (SCF)- expansion of w. 
Consider the natural extension (fig, Eg, pgLg, Tg) of (X,, Bg, ,ug, rg) (see [Na]). 
Here fig = [-g2, g) x [0, (l/2)], Bg is the collection of Bore1 sets on fig, fig is the 
probability measure with density (log G)-‘( 1 + XJJ)-~ on fig and finally T-~ is 
defined by 
(3) qW,e) = ( r&?(w), 1 [] w-1 1 +82] + sgn(w)(J > ’ (w, 0) E fig, w f 0. 
7* is the so-called natural extension of the g-continuedfraction transformation rg. 
We clearly have 
because ri is the identity map (see (1)) and ?r is a one-to-one and onto mapping 
on 0, (except for a set of Lebesgue measure zero). Putting 
A= (O,:] \{iintN’, n>2}, 
ncN*, n>2, UE 
we get the inverse transformation T~I-’ defined by 
1 
w+ [e-l +$I’ 
0-l - [e-l +g2] 
> 
if (w, 0) E X, x A, 
Tg--l(w, 0) = 
1 
--w + L-e-1 + g2] ’ 
-X1 - [-e-r +g2] 
> 
if (w, 0) E X, x (A\ A). 
Also 7g is pg-invariant. 
Let us consider gg : A + (0, (l/2)] defined by 
49) = 
de> if 8 E A, 
Tg(-e) if 8 E A\.4. 
Similarly to relations (l), for all n E N*, let us define 
1 
Cr&9 = 
if o;-1(0) E A, 
-1 if $-1(e) E A\A, 
and 
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b&n(e) =Is,>n(w-‘(w’ +g21, 
which implies 
rg ‘(w7 e,= ($,I (6) : s,,, (6)w 1 de) ’ (w, 0) E Jr-, x A. 
Writing [SIXI, ~2x2,. . . , E~x,J for the finite continued fraction 
El 
E2 , 
Xl + 
x2+ 
for all 12 E N* we have 
F,“(w, 6) = ($&J), 
1 
%,n(4 
)= 
%,n + Q&n-1(w)+ 
%,2(W) 
+ Q&l(W) + Q!,l (WF 
= (qp4 b&M, %wa-JJ)~g,n- l(W), . . . , %,2(w)(ag,l(4 + Eg,l(w)q]) 
for (w, t9) E fig, w # 0, and 
TgJW, e> = ( 1 
&I(e) 
, qe)) = 
bgJe) + bg+ 1(e)+ 
42 (69 
+ bg,l 69 + bg,, (e)w 
= m?,nP)~ 4v@)bg,n-l(~), * . . , ~g,2(e)(bg,l(e) + ~g,lm4i, qw 
for (w, 6) E A’, x A. 
Now, define random variables or,,,, n E Z = {. . . , -2, - 1, 0, 1,2,. . .}, on fig 
by 
ag,n+I(~,e) = ~g,I(~;(~,e)), n E z, 
with T: the identity map and tig,I (w, 0) = ag,l (w). Clearly, 
kk-4 0) = Q,~(w), n E N*, (W, 6) E fig, W # 0, 
Gg,o (w, 0) = bg,l (0)) (W, 0) E x, x 4 
a,,-n(W,f9 = bg,n+d% n EN*, (w,@ E xg x A. 
Since T-~ preserves fig, the doubly infinite sequence (ag,n),E~ is strictly sta- 
tionary under jig. 
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Let us put 
Eg,n+lbJ,@ =~g,l&!%4~)>, ~g,l(~,~> =Eg,l(4, 
for all IE E Z and (w, 13) E &. Clearly, 
5,,+, 0) = 544, n E N’, (w, e) E f-l,, w # 0, 
~~(4 e) = a,,, (eh 64 e) E -yg x 4 
b44e) = h,n+l(e), n E N*, (w, e) E X, x A. 
It has been proved in [Se], Theorem 1, that for any x E X, we have 
(4) Pg(I-g2;T) x [O,~]ls,o~g,o,s.-llm.l ,...) = 
Jx+g2W+1), Dg_as 
ax+ 1 * 9, 
where u = [~~,~a,,~, +ia _i, +2&_2, . . ,I, which is the continued fraction 
with incomplete quotients tig,o, a,,_~, . . . . Hence, for any i E Z’ \ {fl}, we have 
(5) Dg(Eg,~~g,l = i I Eg,o~g,o,Q,-~~g,-l,e. .I =Pi(a), & -a.s., 
where a = [Eg,&,o, Eg,_tiig,-ir Eg,-2tig,-2,. . .] and 
L 
(w + 1x1 - w2) 
(-u+g+i- l)(-u+g+i)* 
if i 5 -3, 
Pi(4 = 0 if i = -2, 
(ug+ l)(l - ug2) . 
‘(u+g+i-l)(u+g+i) If iz2. 
The strict stationarity of (irg, “), E z under jig implies that the conditional prob- 
ability 
&(Eg,n+l&n+l = i I Zg,nag,n,Eg,n-lag,n-l,. *.) 
does not depend on n E Z and is & -a.s. equal to pi(u), where 
a = [Eg,niig,n,Eg,n-liZg,n-1,. * .I. 
The process (Eg,nag,n)ncZ is called.an infinite-order-chain in the theory of de- 
pendence with complete connections (see [IG], Section 5.5). If Z E Z* \ {fl}, 
then (&&&Z is an Z-valued infinite-order-chain on the probability space 
(.n,, 6, P,). 
As in the case of simple continued fractions, let us define the functions 
p&w) and qg,n(~) by the recursions 
P&n(w) = ug,n(w)P&n- 1(w) + %(w)P&.-2(w)~ 
q&VI(w) = u&n (w)qg,n- 1 bJ> + ~g,nW~g,n-2(~), 
with pg,-1 (w) = %,0(w) = 1, qEg,_l(w) =p&w) = 0 for any irrational number 
w E xg. 
Then we have 
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It follows that for any irrational number w E X, and any positive integer n we 
have e&) > 0, qg,n + 1 (w) > qg,n(w). Furthermore P~,~(w) > 0 holds if and 
only if w > 0 and 
J%?(W) _ w, 
rEoq&&d) 
Let us put s*,~ = (qg+_ I/qg,,J, n E N*. Note that the equation qg,n = 
ag,nqg,n-l + Eg,nqg,n-2 implies that 
1 
sg,n = 
ag,n +Eg,dg,,-l 
, n EN*, 
with sg,o = 0, i.e. 
sg,n = [ag,n,eg,nag,n-1,. . . ,Eg,2ag,d, n E N*. 
Clearly, se,,, E [0, (l/2)] Vn E N*. 
Motivated by (4), we shall consider the family of probability measures 
(&IE [o,2] 1 on Bg defined by their distribution functions 
pY([_g2,X))JX+g2)(ng+ 1) 
g ax+1 ’ xE xg, aE 0,;. [ 1 
In particular, &’ = A, the Lebesgue measure on X,. For any a E [0, (l/2)] put 
%o * =aand 
a 1 
sg,n = 
Let us consider the quadruple {( W, W), (X, X), u, P}, where W = [0, (l/2)], 
W = .13~ (the collection of Bore1 sets on W), X = { -1,l) x {2,3,. . .}, X = 
P(X) and 
0 if i=2, I= -1, 
JYW, (6 i)) = PIi(W) = (wg+ l)(l - wg2) 
(lw+g+i-- l)(Ew+g+i) 
otherwise. 
BY (3, the sequence ($,A Lo is an W-valued Markov chain on (X,, EJg, #) 
which starts at sgao = a and has the following transition mechanism: from state 
s E W the only iossible transitions are those to states (l/i + Is), i E N* \ {l}, 
I E { - 1, l}, the transition probability from state s to (l/i + Is) being pli(s). 
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The present paper improves a special case of a two-dimensional Gauss- 
Kuzmin theorem for Hurwitz’ singular continued fractions (see Theorem 2.2 in 
[DK]). To be more precise, let us recall this result. 
Theorem 1. [DK]. Whatever a E W we have 
J(r,” E [-g2A gn E P,Yl) = log G + G(g”), 
for all n 2 2 and all (x, y) E 0, = X, x W, where x is the Lebesgue measure on 
4. 
The improvement we shall obtain consists in the fact that the order of magni- 
tude of the supremum 
sup 
(x7 Y) E .ng 
&(r,” E [-g2,xl, s;,n E P,Yl) - log G 
is O(cr*), with 0.17 5 a 5 0.4721359 < g. 
We mention that the infinite-order-chain representation of the sequence of 
the partial quotients of the SCF-expansion just considered, allows a more 
concise formulation of the result improved. We use the technique developped 
by Iosifescu in [Iosl] and [Ios~] for the case of the regular continued fraction 
(RCF)-expansion. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present preliminary re- 
sults to be used in the sequel. In Section 3 we study the transition operator as- 
sociated with the random system with complete connections underlying Hur- 
witz’ SCF, on the Banach space of complex-valued functions of bounded 
variation. The characteristic properties of this operator are used to derive an 
explicit upper bound for the convergence rate of the distribution function FLn 
to its limit distribution function as n + 00. This leads further to the improve- 
ment announced. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The transition operator U of (.$Jnh,, takes f E B(W), which is the Banach 
space of bounded measurable complex-valued functions f on W under the su- 
premum norm 1 f I= sup 1 f(w) 1 into the function defined as 
WEW 
whatever a E W. 
In connection with the operator U, we note the following result. If we define 
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where 
W) = (log G)_’ J, (gy + l)& + 1) ’ A E W, 
then we have 
(6) UmU”f = U”f, Vf E B(W) and Vn E N*. 
Note that 
@%,nr Eg,nag,n-1,. . . > Eg,zag,l, Eg,14 = P$~C$YA)), 
for all a E W, A E ~(u~,~+l,. . .) and n E N*. This follows from (4) for all irra- 
tional a E W and by continuity for all rational a E W. In particular, it follows 
that the BrodCn-Bore&L&y formula holds under & for any a E W, that is 
(7) /J&Q [-g2,X)l~g,n,&g,nug,n-l >“., ~g,2~g,l,&g,la) =(x+;fJF;n;+l) 
g> n 
for x E Xg,n E N’. 
First we have obtained a lower bound for the error, which suggests the exact 
convergence rate of @sl, E [0, y]) to &([O, y]) as n + 00 for all a E W. So, it 
was proved in [Se], Theorem 2, that we have 
for all n 2 2 and a E W. Here 
whered,+l =2d,,+d,_l with& = 1 and4 =g+2. 
Relation (8) allows a very simple proof of a result strongly related to Theorem 1. 
Namely, in [Se] (see Theorem 3 there) we have obtained 
(9) 5 sup ( y)En &(-rg” E [-g2, xl, s& E [O, y]) - 
& g 1ogG ’ 
for all n 2 2 and a E W. 
3. IMPROVING THEOREM 1 
In what follows we present a surprinsingly simple and elementary proof of an 
improvement of Theorem 1. Its basic idea is to consider U as an operator on 
BV( W), the Banach space of complex-valued functions f of bounded variation 
on W under the norm 
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Ilfll, = varf+ If I . 
Remember that the variation varJ over A c W off E B(W) is defined as 
k-l 
suPiF If(h> -f(4+1)L 
the supremum being taken over all tt < . . . < tk E A and k 2 2. We write simple 
var f for varwf and, if varf < 00, then f is called a function of bounded var- 
iation. 
We start by proving the following elementary result. 
Proposition 1. For any f E BV( W) we have 
var Uf 5 (g+l;(g+2)(Varf+ If I) = (g+ l)l(g+2)llflly. 
Proof. Put 
P/i(W) = (1 - Wg*)l 
i 
k+4g-qg+i- l)g-I ) (I,i) EX 
Iw+g+i Iw+g+i- 1 1 
We have 
P;i(w) = 
l{g3(lw + g + q2[-2(g + i> - I+ 11 + 2(lw +.g + i)c(g, i, I) - c(g, i, I)} 
(Iw + g + i - l)*(rw + g + i)* 
, 
where c(g, 4 I) = [(g + i)g - r][(g + i)g2 + I]. Using the notation 
PIi = 1 pdw) ifl=l, p-j(w) ifI=-1, wEW, 
it follows that 
P;(w) < 0, w E W, i2 2, 
PLi(W) > 0, w E W, i 2 3. 
Hence 
lPil=;~;Pi(w)=Pi(o)=(g+i_:)(g+i); b? 2 2, 
l P-i I= $FLP-i(W) =P-i i 
0 
Vi> 3, 
thus 
SUP I Pli l=p*(O) = 
(I, i) E x (g + A, + 4 * 
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Also, 
(g+ l)(g+2) 
varp’=(g+i-&g+i)-(2g+2i-1)(2g+2i+l)’ viz=2, 
k+ l)(g+2) 
varp-'=(2g+2i-3)(2g+2i_l)-(g+i_:)(g+i)' vi’i3. 
It follows that 
C varpk = C VXpi+ C Varp_i = 
(I$) E X i>2 iY3 
=c[( l k+ l)(g+2) 
g+i- l)(g+i) - (2g+2i- 1)(2g+2i+ 1) 1 + i_>2 
[ k+ l)(g+2) 1 ‘i5 (2g+2i-3)(2g+2i-l)-(g+i-l)(g+i) = I 
We have 
1 
= (g+ l)(g+2)’ 
var Uf = var C pli .f 0 U/i 5 C var (p,i *f 0 U[i) 5 
(1,i)EX (I,i) E X 
I (g+l;(g+2)(Yarf+ If I) = (g + I,:, + 2) IlflL 
because 
C VarfOuli = C varfouj+ C varfou-i= 
(1,i) EX iz2 i>3 
=Cvar 
i>2 
[ I 
, lf+Cvarl., f= 
-17 i>3 
[ I 
Pi=iJT 
=varf. Cl 
Corollary. There existsapositive constant B = (2/(g + l)(g + 2)) = 0.472 1359. . . 
such thatforall n E N andf E BV( W) we have 
(10) var U”f 5 8” vat f, 
(11) I U”f - U”f I< 0” var f. 
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Proof. Note that for any f E BV( W) and u E W we have 
whence 
= IJ,(f (4 -f (w))IL;bWI 5 varf j 
(12) If I< IJwf(w)l";(~w)~ +varf, f EMW). 
Finally, (6) and (12) imply that 
(13) I U"f- Umfl< var (U"f- Ff)= var U"f, 
for all n E N and f E BV( W). 
It follows from Proposition 1 that for all f E BV( W) we have 
var (Uf - Umf) 5 
1 
(g+ l)(g+2) 
var (f - U”f) + 
+ 
(g+&+2)If -U”f I* 
But var(Uf - Pf) = var Uf, var (f - Umf) =varf, and If - Umf I: 
var f, which is (13) with n = 0. Thus 
var Uf 5 (g + l,“(g + 2) varf = 19 var f, 
which leads to (10). Next (11) follows from (13) and (10). Cl 
Theorem 2. (The upper bound). Whatever a E W we have 
sup &(rgn E [-g2,4, gn E P,Yl) - 
< gi 
c%Y) E .n, 
1ogG - ’ 
for all n E N. 
Proof. Let F’n(y) = @s$, 5 y) and 
G;,,(y) = F&(Y) - @[O,Y~), a,~ E W, n E N. 
As we have noted, U is the transition operator of the Markov chain (s&)~ EN. 
For any y E W consider the function fy defined on W as 
i 
1 if O<a<y, 
.f&) = 
0 if y<osh. 
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foralla,yE WandnEN.As 
It follows from the corollary to Proposition 1 that 
(14) 
Iq,(Y)l = IP;(&l I Y) - P;([o,Y])l =
= IU”fv(a) - Urn&l 5 B”varfy = L!?“, 
for all a,Y E W and n E N. 
By (7), for all a E W, (x, y) E f& and II E N, we have 
Hence, by (14), 
I (j” (x + g2>(gv + 1 + XY - gv) = qx + g2) < 8" 
xy+ 1 
7 
forallaE W,(x,y)~&andn~N. 
Finally, whatever a E W and n E N we have 
Combining this theorem with (9) we obtain 
Theorem 3. Whatever a E W we have 
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1 
0 
l < sup @,” E [-E?+l, Sin E [O,Yl) - 5 P2(n) 5 - 
(XVY) E .n, 
foralln 2 2. 
4. FINAL REMARKS 
(i) Theorem 3 is a result strongly related to Theorem 1. But Theorem 1 deals 
with x(7,” E [-g2, x], si,, E [O,y]) instead of @r,” E [-g’,x], s;+ E [O,y]). 
(ii) It is easy to see that 
d =g+l+fi 
n 2fi (l+Jz)“+ g+;&Jz(l - h)“. 
It should be noted that Theorem 3 in connection with the limits 
&I$ P*(n)(;))“= (Jz- 1)2 21 0.17 < g2 < g, 
lim (0”): = 0.4721359... < g, 
n--too 
leads to the conclusion that the convergence rate, O(CX”), with 0.17 5 Q: 5 
0.4721359, is better than that obtained in Theorem 1. 
(iii) In [DK], the main focus was to obtain a Gauss-Kuzmin theorem for the 
optimal continued fraction (OCF)-expansion. There the authors first obtained 
a Gauss-Kuzmin theorem for singular continued fractions, and then used a 
metric isomorphism to carry this result over to the OCF (or any other maximal 
semi-regular S-expansion, such as the continued fraction to the nearer integer 
(NICF)). It is easy to see that the same isomorphism carries over our result to 
the OCF (and other maximal S-expansions), using Lemma 4.1 from [DK]. This, 
clearly, improves the rate in Gauss-Kuzmin theorems for all these maximal 
S-expansions. 
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